
My Day in Emerg (and the same night in hospital & surgery) 
 
I came to GGH Emergency Dept Friday morning, about 9am, on May 20, 2022 with painful symptoms of appendicitis, 
barely able to stand up straight. Although everything took time, (because there were many people there already, just like 
me, and I know our health care system is kind of broken), I was constantly amazed throughout the day, at how hard 
everyone works, how compassionate they really are, even in such a stressful environment.  
From the women in admissions in the Trailer, to triage getting blood taken, urinalysis, waiting more, then taken to the see 
and treat rooms & assessed by Drs., & with help of nurses and assistants, eventually having a CT Scan, then back to See 
& Treat area to wait for Surgeon to come down and arrange for surgery that he would do later that day/night, …. 
Everyone was a caring professional, truly doing more than their job with as much kindness & care as they had! Everyone 
was SO so busy but still working with care and so very efficient at their jobs. Even the woman who was sweeping the 
Trailer took time to encourage people as she saw the opportunity. What a gift! 
 
For me it started with the kindest and most aware and efficient young woman taking admissions in the Trailer. She was 
great with me but what amazed me was how fantastic she was with everyone else she admitted. Girls at the admissions 
desk—you are special people, excellent at your job! You encouraged me to be kind to the people I was waiting with, 
which made the whole time way more bearable, and..,kind!! 
 
I wish I knew everyone’s name because you all deserve to know, that what you do is so hard and it is noticed and 
appreciated! I saw Dr Brady in the treatment area who was thorough and kind and fast! And the nurses who got my arm 
ready for fluids after taking more blood, in case I had to stay for surgery, were also great!  
Even waiting and finally having CT Scan, was so well done, explained and carried out.  
I did think I was going home though, as my symptoms subsided some, however the CT Scan did show appendicitis, so I 
met Dr Bishop the surgeon who said yes he would do surgery that night.  
 
As my day got longer and turned into night in emergency, & as I watched all the ER Drs and nurses and staff work with 
patients and each other, I definitely saw this group of committed, highly skilled people work to really help we the patients. 
I wasn’t forgotten, and there are hardly any beds available in our hospital. I was finally admitted to a room at 11pm and I 
wondered if I would actually have surgery the same night. I had the kindest nurse Hannah on 6th floor who was amazing. 
I was taken into surgery after 12am and was so grateful to Dr Bishop and the other Drs , anesthesiologist, and nurses who 
stayed and really were so caring and compassionate. -like this happens every day? They’re doing surgeries after midnight? 
I was the last one but felt like the first surgery of the day. Thank you, thank you, thank you Dr Bishop and your team that 
night! 
 
Taken back to my room after time recovery (also excellent nursing) I could finally sleep some, and then I was home today 
by 10am! I don’t know how you all do it.  
Dylan was nurse in the morning and just as excellent as Hannah, so I just had to write and tell you ALL how grateful I am, 
even though I know you’re understaffed and it is a crazy, busy hospital. You are all exceptional and I think I’m not the 
only one who has experienced this level of care. Thank you, thank you, thank you.  
 
When I think that I started feeling sick late Thursday afternoon, and into the night to morning, then went to Emergency 
Friday at 9am and then Saturday morning at 10am I was back home after having and appendectomy, I’m flabbergasted! 
Thursday I’m home with an appendix and Saturday morning I’m home without one! Amazing!  
 
It’s because of your work, all combined together —even though the system is broken, you Drs, Nurses, assistants, 
everyone who works there, you care about medicine and making people well, and I’m really, really grateful!  
 
Most Sincerely, 
 
Marian Butler 
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